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Russia supports International Criminal Court in war-building

Dmitry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
Putin, I watched you on the BBC for the Worlds Economic Forum, for about 15 minutes.
You pointed out:
'We jump from 1 civil war to the next, which is in itself a trigger to more war and less economics'.
Indeed.....
But, you have to undo Tsjertsjenië first = give them sovereignty. In 2009.
Why? ICC,
stronger Taliban against NATO, more self-supporting good-practices of the Islamic
world,
investers maximalize the financial crisis
and Legal systems disappear like snow under the
sun.... Do you want Tsjertsjenië to become an agressive Moslim-state – due to NATO in Afghanistan,
poverty, lawless lives & Oxigen-free 2039?
And.... I warned you & Dmitri Medvedev:
'Russia will loose trusthworthiness when you don't support me officially, and give ICC freedom to work
like a warlord. The way you contribute to my sites is wrong'.
The way ICC proceeds this week, proves I am right.
There are NO systems, inherent to a court of law.
Result:
● Witnesses become psychotic due to stress & fear and withdraw their statements.
They are afraid that they will be brought to a court in DrCongo for the fact that they have
testified, in a criminal court-system in NL against their own formal-leaders.
NGOs now have a criminal image, because these witnesses claim that they have been working
together with those NGOs... With which NGOs does ICC coöperate? Nobody is informed!
ICC has called for 90 witnesses against 4 warlords? 10 Will do the job, too!
In NL judges never call so many witnesses, because its irrelevant.
When a witness wants a payment for the damage this can also be claimed in the Civil Court after
the Criminal judge has closed the case, permanently.
The victum- & witness-protection unit of ICC is a FAKE system, but it should have been ready for
the NL-procedures from the first openingday in 2003
= every victum & witness who starts a case against a suspect/perpatrator gets a lawyer
immediately. All facts are put on the table/ICC-website, even evidence for the whole world.
Because honesty is the best method to protect victums.
Methods of ICC-prosecutors & judges today, prove to be as I said
= without structure, obsessive & mad.
= racism & arbitrary-attitudes of ICC-employees are on the screen constantly; genocide & rape
in Africa are more painful than on other continents.
Sneaky & dirty deals between ICC & UN endanger lives of witnesses.
Mainly because UN-employees are free to be warlords too. UN is without structure, controle &
fairness. EU?
When those 4 warlords in ICC-prison are being judged and have to stay in prison, this is an act of
war committed by ICC. Witnesses have to die or are being prosecuted at home for putting
warlords into ICC-prison.

●

International Bar Association for Lawyers - who are suppose to protect victums & witnesses
within ICC - prove to be 'corrupt'.
Of course, I told them that ICC is a Lobby- & Assasinationcentre...
But those lawyers don't work for Justice; they want to be an name in history-books anchored to
the first ICC-case ever. They contribute now to more hatred, lawless lives & war.
What kind of a lawyer are you when you can't implement EU-SYSTEMS within ICC...?

Russia and ICC for a Georgie-case
Dmitri Medvedev, when you give ICC freedom to continue the investigation on the georgian-war of
august 2008 - as if its a fair Court of Int. Law - you invite WAR into Russia.
Not only from Georgie, but also from Afghanistan...enz....
Better said: 'lawless people come after you'.
And you support Balkenende & co in the building of genocide in NL.
What to do next?
You have to stepp down from your altar
= make the people aware of their individdual responsibilities to stability & peace with laws in a
1-persons-toko.
= build websites = 'publish contents talks and usefull info for the people'. No sneaky & dirty deals!
You already 'know it', but you don't make work out of it.... You leave to result to co-incedence...
When Russia accepts the way ICC proceeds today, you give away your economics to ICC and
its fake-lawyers...
I want you to announce - to the audience - that ALL Russians need to be educated on the
implementation of law for a private life & business.
I can't rescue NL on my own!
You have been closing 'criminal deals' with NL-MPs, since 1 may 2007.

Have a straightforward day,
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